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Admission to institutes of higher education is generally
from the tenth-year course in the middle school; but this is
not exclusively so. A small number, not exceeding 5 per
cent, of total entries, is taken from the technical schools.
Children, it will be remembered, are drafted into these
technical schools from the seventh class of the middle
school.1 This transfer all but closes the door to higher
education for the child; but there is provision for a few to
climb into a technical institute specialising in subjects
covering the same field as those they have studied at the
technical school.
The Government has provided various privileges to
enable demobilised service men and women to attend
institutes of higher education. Students who interrupted
courses to enlist (there were 2,500 in Leningrad and 2,000
in Moscow Universities alone) may resume their studies
where they left off, and they are receiving special tutorial
help.2 Students who left school from the tenth class with a
certificate of * excellent % no matter when they left school,
or who left technical schools with a similar record, are
admitted to the institute of their choice without further
examination.3 These, too, receive special tutorial help in
small study groups. The student body of the Molotov
Power Institute in Moscow began the 1945-46 session with
10 per cent, demobilised persons, including twelve girls
who had been nurses, radio-operators, or partisans at the
front,
Living Conditions for Students
Up to 1940 higher education in Russia was free; but in
that year the Government introduced fees. The fees are
400 roubles per annum in capital cities, 300 roubles per
annum in other towns, and 500 roubles per annum in
institutes for the theatre, music, and art. These fees are
1	See p. 63.
2	Statement by S. V. Kaftanov, Pravda, 2S.9.45.
3	Izvestiya, 5.8.45.

